
Examples of Artist Statements:
https://blog.arternal.com/artist-statement

Micheal Rich:

“In his artist statement, Michael Rich, an abstract painter and printmaker,

explains his creative process and gives the reader insight into his mental state

when creating. He focuses on the source of inspiration for his work and describes

how he finds beauty in the small details of his own backyard. Michael also

touches upon Monet and how the famous artist has impacted his work. He goes

into enough detail to paint a rich picture for the reader without overwhelming the

reader with too much information.”

Micheal does a good job of painting a picture for the reader without overwhelming them with

too much detail. The main key here is to be precise but detailed.

https://blog.arternal.com/artist-statement


Fred Wilson:

“Fred Wilson’s statement is about a specific artwork. He explains how he came

across the sculptures he uses to create this piece and how he eventually paired

them to create this work. He then describes his conceptual process and the

significance behind the title of the work. He also provides the reader with insight

into his process of creation. By focusing on the cultural and conceptual themes he

explores in his work, he provides the reader with more context and a greater

understanding when viewing this work.”

I liked that he used cultural and conceptual themes in his work and that he explained that in

his artist statement. This is a great reference for my statement because I will also be dealing

with cultural themes along with political themes. Again he was precise and specific.

Helen Frankenthaler:

She was mostly talking about the philosophy of her artwork. She is specific and concise. She

doesn’t use any extra information and she avoids using big and complicated art words. She is

very specific about how she feels and how she wants the audience to feel about her work and

her process. She shows her emotions and personality through her statement while continuing

to give her audience context and insight into her thought process during her work.


